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In case K is a division ring, the set S coincides with the set gen-

erated by the perfect squares as used by Szele. This follows easily

from the identity xyx = (xy)2(y~1)2y, x, yEK*.

If the domain of integrity K is ordered, say K* = P\J( — P), then

for an extension L of K the ordering of K can be extended to an

ordering of L if and only if TEL*, where T is the additive semigroup

in L generated by PE. The proof of this result is much the same as

that of the above theorem. This generalizes Theorem 2 of Szele's

paper to a domain of integrity.
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1. Introduction. It was shown by Poincaré [4],2 Borel [l], and

others that an integral function may be made "to grow" arbitrarily

rapidly along the real axis or along other curves extending to infinity.

Ketchum [2] has considered the corresponding problem for more

general point sets. He investigated sets such that, for any given

function G(z) 2:0, there exists a function/(z) which is analytic except

where G(z) is unbounded and which satisfies the inequality

I /(*) | ^ G(z)

for every point z of the set.

In the publication of his results Ketchum [2] proposed a cor-

responding problem in which the additional restriction is placed on

the function f(z) that it be nonvanishing except at certain specified

points of the complement of the set. In particular, suppose Si, S2, • • •

is an infinite sequence of simply-connected regions whose closures are

nonintersecting and whose only "sequential limit point" is the point

at infinity. Then, if \Mi\ is any preassigned sequence of positive

constants, does there exist a nonvanishing integral function f(z) such

that |/(3) I ̂ Mi when zESÛ
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In the present paper it is proved that the above question can be

answered in the affirmative, provided the S,-'s do not separate the

plane. Necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained in order that

analogous results hold for more general point sets.

2. Preliminary definitions.3 Throughout this paper the extended

plane is to be understood.

A point which is a limit point of some set of points chosen one from

each component of any given set S is called a sequential limit point of

S (S-s.l. point).

A set S whose components are closed and whose s.l. points are in

C(S) (the complement of S) will be called a Q-set. We note that a

Q-set has at most a denumerable number of components.

If S is a Q-set, any closed set E in C(S) which contains the S-s.l.

points will be called an Es-set.

A set consisting of (1) the set B of the s.l. points of a given set

S and (2) precisely one point of each component Ik(S) of C(S) such

that h(S)r\B=0 will be called a B*(S)-set.
Suppose S is a Q-set and B is the set of S-s.l. points. Then a

function M(z) will be said to be A-bounded on S if there exists a func-

tion g(z) such that:

(1) \g(z)\>\M(z)\ whenzGS,
(2) g(z) is analytic in C(B).

Let E denote an Es-set. Then M(z) is said to be A*(E)-bounded on S

if there exists a function g(z) such that:

(1) |g(*)|>|M(*)| when zES,
(2) g(z) is analytic and nonvanishing in C(E).

3. Rate of growth theorems. It is to be understood that all func-

tions considered are single-valued. A function is said to be analytic on

a set if it is analytic in a neighborhood of every point of the set.

Ketchum [2] has proved that every function which is bounded on

each component of a Q-set S is A -bounded on S. In the present paper

it is proved that a function which is component-wise bounded on a

Ç-set S whose complement is connected is .4*(E)-bounded on S,

where E may be chosen to consist of just the set of S-s.l. points.

More generally, if every component of C(S) contains a point of E,

any function which is component-wise bounded on S is A*(E)-

bounded on S. Theorem 2 gives a necessary and sufficient condition

on the set E that a component-wise bounded function be A*(E)-

bounded.

For examples, see [S].
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Theorem 1. Suppose S is a Q-set and that B* is any B*(S)-set.

Let {Mi} and {Ni \ be arbitrary sequences of non-negative constants

such that Mi>Ni. Then there exists a function g(z) which satisfies the

following conditions: (1) g(z) is analytic and nonvanishing in C(B*);

(2) for every i, Ni< \g(z)\ <Mi when zESi (where the components of S

are Si, S2, • • • ).

Proof. Define e, and w,- thus:

(Mi - Ni) Mi + Ni
€i   =  -> Mi   =  - •

4 2

According to an approximation theorem of the author [5], there

exists a function/(z) nonvanishing and analytic in C(B*) such that,

for every i,

I f(z) — mi I < €< when z E Si.

Hence, when zESi,

I f(z) I < mi + a < Mi

and

I f(z) I > mt - €,• > Ni.

We take f(z) for the required function g (3).

The following topological theorems are stated for reference.

(A) If E is any set and K is a connected set such that KC\E ^ 0

and Kr\C(E) ^0, then KC\F(E) ¿¿0 [3, p. 64] (where F(E) de-
notes the boundary of E).

(B) If S is a Q-set and B is its set of s.l. points, any component I(S)

of C(S) such that I(S)C\B = 0 is a region of finite connectivity and

F{I(S)}ES[5].
(C) If two points are separated by a closed set F, they are separated

by a component of F [3, p. 117].
Before proceeding to Theorem 2 we introduce some further topo-

logical definitions.

An infinite subset {Sn<} of components of a set S such that S„{

is not separated from S„j+1 by any other component of S will be

called nested if it can be arranged in an order S„„ S„2, • • • so that

Sn{ separates Snj from S„t when j<i<fe. An equivalent definition is

that, when properly ordered, Sn> separates S„t from the set of s.l.

points of this sequence when j>k.

Suppose that S is a Q-set having an infinite nested sequence of

components {S„,.}. Then {Sni} will be said to be E-free if there exists
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N such that, for i>N, no point of E belongs to the component of

C(S) connecting Sni and SB<+1, i.e., if every point of E between

S„( and Sn<+1 is separated from Sni (or Sn<+1) by a component of S.

If S is a Q-set and E is an Es-set, the set S* defined in the follow-

ing manner will be called its S*(E)-set. Let S* = SUk£f(Ik(S)), where

feG^ if and only if Ik(S)r\E = 0. We note that if any point of S
belongs to a component S* of S*, the component of S to which it be-

longs is entirely contained in that Sf.

Lemma. Let S be a Q-set and E an Es-set such that S has no E-free

infinite nested sequence of components. Then the following conditions are

satisfied by S*, the S*(E)-set:

(a) For no component S* of S* is S*i^S = 0.

(b) S* is a Q-set having the same s.l. points as S.

(c) E contains a B*(S*)-set.

Proof of (a). From the definition of S*, either StC\S = 0 or

there exists an integer / such that S^7i(S) ¿¿0. In the latter case

(B) implies F{7,(S)}CS and so F{lt(S)}CSt. We conclude that,
in any case, S%r\S 5*0.

Proof of (b). It is sufficient to show that an arbitrary component

St of S* is a closed set and that the S*-s.l. points are identical with

the S-s.l. points, which lie in C(S*).

Let b denote an arbitrary point of (St — S*). By arriving at a

contradiction we shall prove that (S£ —S£) is the null set.

Suppose St is any component of S such that SjCS?. We shall show

that St is separated from b by an S,—SniCS*, i j^l; then by the same

argument SBl is separated from b by some other component of S—S„,

CS^; etc. At each step we can choose the first component of S sepa-

rating Sni-! ffom b. Thus, an infinite nested sequence {S„,} can be

obtained. Moreover, this sequence is E-free, since it lies in S*. But,

according to the hypothesis, such a sequence does not exist. We then

conclude that (S% — S*) is the null set, i.e., that St is a closed set.

In the above argument it remains yet to show that an arbitrary

component S¡CS£ is separated from b by an S<CSj, * j*t.

Since bESt(ESt), bEIn(St)—some component of C(St). Let q

be a point of {ln(St)r^Str\C(S)} such that q is neither separated

from St by any S¿ nor from b by S¡. (To show the existence of such a

point q first note that b—a limit point of St—lies in In(St), which is

a region, and then note that some point of F{7„(S()} (CS() is a limit

point of {Sín7„(S()}).
For some component 75(S) of C(S), qEIq(S). If bEIq(S), bCSt,

contrary to definition of b. We conclude that b(£Iq(S). Then, by
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(A) and (C), we know that q is separated from i by a component of

F{lq(S)}, and so by an S¿, say SKl (since (B) implies F{7s(S) } CS).

Now, since no S,- separates S¡ from q and since St does not separate

q and b, Sni separates St from b. Clearly, SniCSj?, since It(S)QSt

and so F{lq(S)}ESt.
By the previous argument, this completes the proof that St is

closed.
We proceed to the proof that the S*- and S-s.l. points are identical.

We first note that each Sf contains only a finite number of S.'s. For

it is apparent from the definition of S* that any S-s.l. point lies in

C(S*) and it was just shown that S* is closed.

If b is any S-s.l. point, every neighborhood of b contains points of

an infinity of Si's, hence—by the above observations—points of an

infinity of Sj"s. That is, b is an S*-s.l. point.

On the other hand, if b* is an S*-s.l. point, it can easily be verified

that b* is an S-s.l. point.

Proof of (c). To verify that E contains a 5*(S*)-set, it remains

only to be shown that every component of C(S*) contains a point of

E. This is a consequence of the definition of S* and of the fact that

any component of C(S*) is just a component of C(S).

Before stating Theorem 2 we define a Qa-set. A Q-set S will be

called a Qii-set if for every component 7,(Si) of C(St) (where St is

any component of S) the following condition is satisfied : 7y(S¡) does

not separate the plane. We note that any Q-set whose components

are closed regions is a Qa-set. An example of a Q-set which is not a

Qs-set is given at the end of this paper.

Theorem 2. Let S be a Qit-set and E an Es-set. Then a necessary and

sufficient condition that every function M(z) which is component-wise

bounded on S be A*(E)-bounded on S is that S have no E-free infinite

nested sequence of components.

Proof. According to the lemma, S*, the S*(£)-set, is a Q-set and

E contains a B*(S*)-set. It was previously noted that each Sf con-

tains only a finite number of S,'s.

Let Jlfi = l.u.b. |Af(*)| on S,-.
Let Nf = maximum Mf for the S,'s such that S¿CSf, and let

Mf = Nf+l/A.
Theorem 1 shows the existence of a function g(z) analytic and non-

vanishing in C(E) such that, when zESf,

N* < | g(z) | < M*.
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Now | g(3) | > | M(z) \ on S. This completes the proof of the suffi-

ciency of the condition.

Let us proceed to the proof of the converse. The argument is by

contradiction ; that is, it is assumed that S does have an E-free infinite

nested sequence of components. A theorem of Ketchum is applied

which shows the existence of a function G(z) which is not A -bounded

in a certain region R. Then a function f(z) is defined on S such that

|/(z)| >|c7(3)| on S. Finally, by applying the minimum modulus

theorem we shall show that |/(3) | > | G(z) \ everywhere in 2?—con-

trary to the definition of G(z). This leads to the conclusion that S has

no E-free infinite nested sequence of components.

Suppose that S does have an £-free infinite nested sequence of

components {Sni} whose set of s.l. points we designate by 5(i). Then

there exists fe such that, when î'2:fe, no point of £ belongs to the

component of C(S) connecting S„,. and S„i+I. We let 0(Snk) designate

the component of C(S„k) which contains £(i).

Now let S' denote the subset of S which consists of those points of

the S„/s in 0(Snt) and of those points of components of S which lie

between some Sni and S„<+1, for i>k, and which separate the plane

but which are not separated from S„,- (or S„i+1) by a component of S.

Next a certain region R is defined in which Ketchum's theorem is

applicable. Let Ij(S¡) denote a component of C(S¡) (where S,' is a

component of S'). We shall say that jE^Pt if

(a) 7y(St')C0(S„J,and
(b) 7y(S/)n£ 9*0 but 7J-(S,,)fYB<« = 0.

Let

Ci  =    U   h(S[),
iSifi

Lto   —       U      *j\>Jm),

and let

F= |UCnU£»|.
m

Now define

R= {ln(B)nO(Snt)\ -F,

where 7„(£) designates the component of C(B) which contains S'.

We note that £ is a closed set and that R is open. Furthermore,
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R is connected. For, if some two points x and y belonged to different

components of R, they would be separated by F{r} E(BVJFKJS„k)—

hence, either by a component of (FKJB) or by Snk. (See (A) and (C).)

Since x, yEIn(B), they are not separated by B. If x and y were sepa-

rated by some other component of F, they would be separated by

some 7j(S't), contrary to the definition of S as a Q«-set (since S,' is

just a component of S). Certainly, S„t does not separate x and y. We

conclude that £ is a region.

A theorem of Ketchum [2, Theorem 5] shows the existence of a

function G(z) such that (a) £(i) is identical with the set of points in

every neighborhood of which G(z) is unbounded and (b) there exists

no function f(z) meromorphic in R such that \f(z)\ ^\G(z)\ every-

where in R. Let us choose such a function G(z).

We now show the existence of a function f(z) analytic in R such

that \f(z)\ > | G(z)\ everywhere in R, thus obtaining a contradiction

and showing that the assumption "E does have an E-free infinite

nested sequence of components" is false.

Let Wt denote the set of points of R which lie between S„(2 and

S„,+2. Let

Mk = l.u.b. \G(z) I on Wk;

Mk+i = l.u.b. \G(z) I on Wk+i;

Mk+j = l.u.b. | G(z) | on Wk\i\

Now define

M(z) = Mk on Snjt

= Mk+i on Sni+j

= max (Mk, tfi+i)       on those components of

S between S„k and Sni+,

= 1 on all other components of S.

By hypothesis, every function which is component-wise bounded

on S is A*(£)-bounded; hence, there exists/(z) nonvanishing and

analytic in C(E) and such that

| f(z) | > Af Í» on S.

It is next shown that f(z), which is analytic in R, satisfies the

inequality
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(1) | f(z) I > I G(z) | everywhere in R,

contrary to the choice of G(z).

Let p be any point of R. Clearly, (1) is satisfied if pES'. If pES'>
pEIj(S') for some component Ij(S') of C(S'). Either

(i)  £{73(S')}CSBi for some«

or

(ii) 7,-(S') lies between S„( and SB(+1, for some t, and EJ7/S')}

is contained in S„(, S„ , and in components of S' between SB( and

S„
In either case, 73(S') C { WtC\ Wt+i}.

In case (i), 7,(S') is just a component of C(Sni), which was not

omitted in forming R, and so Ij(S')r\E = 0. In case (ii), it follows

from the definition of S„k and of F that Ij(S')r\E = 0.

Hence, f(z) is nonvanishing in 7y(S') and the minimum modulus

theorem implies

(2) ' | f(p) | è      min      I f(z) |.
onF|/,(S')l

When s is a point of S„(, of S„(+1, or any point of S' between these

two components,

| f(z) | > M(z) 2: min (Mt, Mt+i) 2:      l.u.b.      | G(z) \.
<mWtr\Wt+i

Hence, on £{7J(S')},

(3) | f(z) | > l.u.b. | G(z) | on IF, H W,+1.

Combining (2) and (3), we obtain

|/(JO | >   1-u.b.    \G(z)\ *\G(p)\.
on Ij(S')

This completes the proof that |/(3) | > | G(z) | in R, contrary to the

definition of G(z), and thus shows the necessity of the condition that

S have no E-free infinite nested sequence of components.

The following example seems to indicate that the condition in

Theorem 2 that S be E-free might not be a necessary condition if

S were required to be just a Q-set, instead of a Qs-set. In the proof

of the sufficiency, the assumption that S be a Q-set would have

sufficed.

Given an infinite sequence of concentric circular rings with centers

at the origin, having infinity as the only s.l.-point, let S be the point

set obtained by joining the 1st and 2nd by a line segment, say a

segment of the real axis, the 3rd and 4th by such a segment, and, in
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general, the (2n — l)st and the 2nth. The components of C(S) are of

two types: (1) those regions connecting the components of S, which

are just circular rings, and (2) those regions which are circular rings

with a cross segment deleted.

It follows readily from a theorem proved by Ketchum [2] that,

for any function G(z) bounded on each component of S, there is an

integral function/(z) such that |/(z)| >|c7(z)| on S, and any zeros

of f(z) may be required to lie in regions of type (2).4 That is, the set

£ of zeros is such that S is £-free. Of course, since the exact location

of the zeros was not preassigned, this merely shows that all those

regions connecting S,- and S¿+i, » = 1, 2, • • • , may be required to be

free of zeros.
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